






















































































































 The lowest form of proper lodging house was the dormitory‐style hotel, known by many as the flophouse—although it too had tiers of accommodation catering to the destitute and the severely destitute. These facilities amounted to cubicle hotels without partition walls or any pretense of privacy: large, open, and frequently filthy rooms lined with several windows were packed full with people who “flopped” down to sleep. Poorly constructed beds with soiled mattresses or only blankets were crammed together. As many as two hundred people might sleep in one space, regardless of laws in some cities requiring two feet of clear space beside each bed. A lodger claimed a bed for ten or fifteen cents a night.55 Occasionally, rooms were installed with recurring wood bunks fitted with strips of canvas slung between posts (Image 7). Documenting the Bowery in the 1880s, Jacob Riis described the atmosphere of one of these lodging houses: On cold winter nights, when every bunk had its tenant, I have stood in such a lodging‐room more than once, and  listening to  […]  the slow creaking of  the 
                                                        55 Hoch and Slayton, New Homeless and Old, 50. 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chapter),98 the buildings that first surrounded it were constructed in wood (as the city’s new fire codes were not enforced at the neighborhood’s edges). This was the district’s most undesirable land, and some establishments located here were set on piers planted into the tide flats.99 This environment does not seem to have been well recorded in contemporary sources; one Seattle Times journalist, however, described in detail the physical environment of a brothel at the very periphery of the district, indicating that it was organized as a cubicle hotel: It is a monstrous looking affair. Entering at the corner, one sees a large room, a barroom, with what is intended for a dance hall in the rear. […] On the Sixth Avenue side, half way along the  length of  the building,  is a kind of  turnstile entrance that allows ingress without people on the sidewalk having a chance to look into the interior of the building. On the inside one finds small rooms divided  by  long  passages.  There  is  a  door  and  one  window  to  each  room. They are practically without light and have no sort of ventilation. The whole area of 120 feet square is cut up into these little cribs[.]100  This and the lodging houses, saloons, and card halls surrounding it were later razed and replaced by masonry warehouses. Because few descriptions and photographs documented this seedy area (Image 14), it is unclear how many laborers each of these lodging houses could take in. Still, their volume was remarkable: over one hundred lodging houses stood in the Skid Road one year after the fire, many of them at its edges.101 And the area’s impression on some reform‐minded Seattleites is certain: J. T. Ronald, the city’s mayor                                                         97 Andrews, Link, and Blackburn, Pioneer Square, 96. 98 Link, “Pioneer Square‐Skid Road,” 204. 99 Andrews, Link, and Blackburn, Pioneer Square, 96. 100 “New Frame‐Up in Tenderloin,” Seattle Daily Times, October 21, 1902, 7. 101 1890 Seattle City Directory (Seattle: Polk’s Seattle Directory Co., 1890), 818‐819. 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during the early 1890s, wrote that these margins of the Skid Road left a “stench in the nostrils of decency and a disgrace upon the good name of Seattle.”102 





















































































































































































































































 Images  36  and  37:  Extant  neon  signage  advertising  Pioneer  Square’s  past workingman’s hotels, January 2012. They are welcome but ambivalent traces of the neighborhood’s SRO history. The Cadillac,  for  instance,  now houses one branch of  the National Park  Service’s Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park. Yet the signs signify the loss of the hotels and the neighborhood’s historical “color” aimed at a tourist audience. Source: Author 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Yet over the next decade, Pioneer Square’s built and social fabrics are likely to change even further. One of the most dramatic recent developments in the neighborhood has been the planned replacement of the Alaskan Way Viaduct, an elevated highway that has separated Pioneer Square from the edge of Elliot Bay since the 1950s. (In its place will be an immense underground tunnel and tree‐lined surface thoroughfare.) The demolition of the viaduct, which began in 2011, will accommodate a reinvigorated waterfront, whose southernmost anchor will be located along Pioneer Square. Preliminary schemes propose a “Festival Pier” on Pier 48, which extends into the bay across from two buildings that housed workingman’s hotels in past decades.259 Regardless of the exact form the project takes by its projected completion date in 2019, it will undoubtedly produce attractive public space along Pioneer Square’s western edge and will connect the neighborhood’s waterfront to event and shopping areas in downtown to the north. It only can be expected that waterfront revitalization will increase demand for market‐rate residential units nearby. Some of this housing will become available in Stadium Place, a mixed‐use development currently under construction on former parking lots at the southern edge of Pioneer Square. Stadium Place will contain over 900,000 square feet of commercial and residential space, including more than 700 condominiums and market‐rate apartments. (Its thirty below‐market apartments are slated to be sold as artists’ studios.) According to Kevin Daniels, the president of Stadium Place’s development company, Pioneer Square’s first preservationists did not attract enough economically comfortable residents to foster a vibrant and prosperous community there. Daniels has employed middle‐class marketing                                                         259 Design Summary: Concept Design and Framework Plan for Seattle’s Central Waterfront (New York: James Corner Field Operations, 2012), 26. 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language to describe his vision for a 21st‐century Pioneer Square: “To have a healthy community, you need to live, work, and play in the neighborhood.”260 Seattle’s City Council, having recently approved high‐density development (including Stadium Place) along the boundaries of the Pioneer Square‐Skid Road Historic District, appears in favor of introducing scores of well‐off residents into the neighborhood. And some Seattleites would like to see Pioneer Square house a Whole Foods and other large‐scale commercial establishments that reflect upscale tastes.261 While Daniels does not publicly advocate against social service providers and the homeless occupying parts of the neighborhood, it seems that a middle‐class identity will increasingly dominate Pioneer Square. Fifty years after historic preservationists began to invest in rehabilitations and reorient the district away from the needs of its poor residents, the place of low‐income housing and the evidence of its Skid Road past remain uncertain.   This dramatic transformation in users indicates the city’s broad economic restructuring over the past 120 years: having served laborers involved in the region’s industrial and extraction economies, much of Pioneer Square now reflects Seattle’s service and tourism industries. And while transient labor and goods are no longer funneled through the neighborhood as they once were, there is obvious need still for the spaces that the Skid Road once provided. Why should these developments concern preservationists, planners, and Seattle’s residents at large? I have approached the transformations of the Skid Road/Pioneer Square neighborhood largely from historical and theoretical perspectives, not from a “practical” one that addresses policy mechanisms, community                                                         260 Joe Follansbee, “Pioneer Square’s New Big Deal,” Seattle Magazine, January 2012, accessed November 2, 2012, http://www.seattlemag.com/article/pioneer‐squares‐big‐new‐deal. 261 Ibid. 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organizing, or other strategies for change. But by complicating the prevailing narratives of historic preservation during the 1960s and 1970s, the thesis has sought to enable a more nuanced discussion of preservation’s relationship to lower‐class urban residents. Today, Pioneer Square has many fewer spaces that provide vulnerable residents with affordable housing, meals, clothing and entertainment, and I believe this point deserves a central place in discussions of what it means to preserve an “authentic” Pioneer Square. I want to suggest, then, that we reconsider our understandings of preservation ethics and our commitment to places that support diverse social experiences within cities and regions. Ned Kaufman, for one, has expressed a relevant viewpoint regarding the enterprise of historic preservation in the United States: that rehabilitating the material shells of our built environment goes only so far in retaining their associations with lived experiences throughout history. Kaufman is concerned with what he calls “social sites” or “story sites:” places that are connected to a diversity of cultural heritage, that represent a spectrum of human life across time.262 My intention has been to describe the Skid Road/Pioneer Square as one of these places, a setting for types of human drama that have not conformed to the norms of bourgeois urban spaces. The neighborhood’s stories—concerning loggers, Japanese‐Americans, and the struggling poor, among others—have historically set it apart from the surrounding city. They are proof that social diversity has held a place in Seattle’s heritage. To adopt the words of John Ruskin once again, they express the city’s past struggles and triumphs. Some of Pioneer Square’s stories indeed receive attention through the interpretive strategies of the Underground Tours and the Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park.                                                         262 Ned Kaufman, Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of Historic 
Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2009), 38‐43. 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But while these stories help to reveal the district’s down‐and‐out social history, they are limited in their reach. Many of Pioneer Square’s skid row establishments do not exist today and no longer shape the livelihoods of poor residents. As a result, interpretation seems able to present the district’s social history only as history, without a firm connection to the present. But still, many Seattleites see Pioneer Square’s preservation as a success—and economically it seems to be. Architecturally it is as well. But without a strong social agenda, historic preservation appears to move only tentatively past its somewhat limited criteria for integrity, based prominently on a structure’s materials, design, and workmanship. Is it useful to think about architecture’s social integrity? Could we add criteria within our legal preservation frameworks (whether in resource survey or landmark registry standards, for instance) that recognize a building’s social uses over time, and then incentivize projects that preserve those uses? To place SROs and their social grit among Pioneer Square’s character‐defining features undoubtedly poses challenges to the preservation field, which yet lacks a vocabulary for this type of intangible cultural resource. This move would be a considerable reorientation of established preservation thinking and ethics. But I argue that historic preservationists should attempt to identify all that contributes to our sense of place and belonging beyond a building’s component materials. This appears organic to preservation’s promise of delivering continuity between past and present. The established rules are still appropriate for the preservation of some places, although it will be difficult to create standards that distinguish them. (After all, few places are not sites of rich social diversity.) The case of Pioneer Square suggests that preservationists need to formulate new strategies 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in order to recognize and valorize the social narratives within resources such as the Skid Road, and then to craft responses that maintain these sites’ significance and use. As Pioneer Square’s rehabilitation has shown, efforts to recognize place‐based stories of social difference could have had the additional effect of maintaining needed housing and other resources for the neighborhood’s poor. But this case emphasizes the barriers to such an approach. For decades, the neighborhood experienced pressures to be more economically productive. These pressures were seen in Progressive‐era city planning, in proposed midcentury urban‐renewal projects, and finally in waves of building rehabilitations. As a planning philosophy, after all, historic preservation demands flexibility in the face of large‐scale economic transitions. While I do not wish to deny the possibilities of finding new uses for old buildings—of pouring new wine into old bottles, as the preservation dictum goes—I want to suggest that preservationists and policymakers must consider new ethical standards regarding the consequences of their work. The need for SROs or other forms of affordable housing has hardly disappeared from Pioneer Square: homelessness obviously remains a cruel reality for many in the neighborhood. To continue with a useful metaphor: the old wine is in great supply, but neither old bottles nor new are plentiful enough receive it all. It is particularly unfortunate, then, that SROs and skid rows have so often been understood as “junk” when they have served an essential role in economically stratified American cities, as spaces that remain accessible to some of those who fall through the cracks. An ethical preservation response in Pioneer Square would have maintained its SROs as safe, clean, and affordable. But it is evident that efforts to preserve many of Pioneer Square’s SROs as lodging in the 1970s would have succeeded only if advocates from several 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arenas (such as municipal planners, social service providers, and historic preservationists) were to reach an ideological consensus that the social aims of historic preservation were equally as important as its architectural aims. In the wake of changes to the city’s building codes, particularly the Ozark Ordinance, municipal and federal agencies would have needed to respond quickly with generous renovation funds, as well as with generous timelines for updates. (As Chapter III has mentioned, HUD subsidies initially were available only for apartment upgrades, not for hotels.) A next step for other researchers in this area will be to compare successful case studies in order to suggest strategies for SROs still under threat. Indeed, SROs have been maintained elsewhere in American cities. In Seattle, even, the International District (adjacent to Pioneer Square) contains affordable housing within original workingman’s hotels. Further afield, San Francisco’s National Register‐listed Ambassador Hotel—an SRO in the city’s Tenderloin district—was renovated during the early 2000s by the Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation and now provides subsidized rooms to low‐income residents. And Los Angeles is home to many operating SROs owned by the SRO Housing Corporation and the Skid Row Housing Trust. These nongovernmental agencies develop and manage affordable hotel properties for extremely disadvantaged clients: the homeless, the mentally ill, drug addicts, and others. Their properties provide several models of accommodations (emergency, special needs, transitional, and permanent housing units), along with on‐site support services that address some of the issues that have prevented residents from otherwise attaining stable housing. These are some examples of recent efforts in the United States to preserve SROs for socially vulnerable skid row populations. They and others should be investigated in 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order to address a number of questions: What federal and municipal tools aided the maintenance of SROs? What social characteristics of the neighborhood have been preserved? What forms of community organizing were required to build support from residents, local business communities, and planning offices? What role, if any, did formal historic preservationists play in these projects? What roles might they have played? And, finally, how do the other inhabitants of the cities in which they are situated view these facilities, and their residents?   In conclusion, the case of Pioneer Square suggests that grit is very much a part of American cities, particularly visible in those with identified skid rows. In Seattle and elsewhere, these urban zones developed in response to the needs of residents who benefited least from local economic engines. Affordable hotels have been central to the history of skid rows in the United States; the experiences of Pioneer Square show that the hotels’ low economic productivity during the middle of the 20th century invited historic preservation efforts as a way to bring new, privileged consumers and property owners into the neighborhood. While physical rehabilitations there have appeared to succeed in raising the area’s economic profile, the social traces of its past literally no longer have a place. Should grit be preserved, as vague as the term perhaps remains? I argue that it should, insofar as establishments that support the poor urban residents who embody it remain necessary. (It is unlikely this need will wane at any foreseeable point.) Some property owners, investors, and city leaders will have different perspectives on the significance of skid rows in American cities. But is it somehow untruthful for preservationists, planners, and in fact all urban residents to overlook gritty districts and their desperately poor residents when imagining new places within our cities? That 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question suggests that some concepts frequently informing historic preservation—history, place, integrity—can be enriched by other professional fields, such as social work. By describing the fate of one neighborhood in one city, the preceding discussion emphasizes that buildings and landscapes are always spaces that give shape to social systems. Preservation place‐making must recognize this and offer flexible, collaborative, and no doubt challenging responses to the needs of many stakeholders, only some of whom are traditionally given opportunities to contribute their voices. Failing to consider the place of the poor prevents us from understanding the depths of the past, and it limits our perspectives on some of the most persistent needs in American cities. 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